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Fig. 5.— Asymmet ry measure of t he velocity and velocity dispersion fields for (left) all of the template galaxies and (r ight) all of the
template galaxies except the obviously misclassified ULIRG, IRAS 12112+ 0305. T he probabil ity dist r ibut ions in this space are shown with
shading for the template disks (blue) and mergers (red), as derived from the M onte Carlo realizat ions. Inset are the PDFs for the total
kinemat ic asymmetry (K asy m ) for disk and mergers. T he empir ical delineat ion of K asy m = 0.5 cleanly separates the two classes, as is
especially visible in the right panel.

in these systems.
For each templatesystem, theMonteCarlo realizat ions

consist of creat ing 1000 different realizat ions of the mo-
ment maps - the cont inuum intensity, and the emission
line intensity, velocity, and velocity dispersion - based on
their corresponding error maps. These error maps cor-
respond to the measurement errors of the velocity mo-
ments, as derived when fit t ing the kinemat ics from the
datacubes. For each moment map, we perturb the ob-
served data points by randomizing them, using Gaussian
noise paramet rized by the measured (1-σ) errors. The
new set of maps is then rerun through the ent ire analysis
described in Sect ions 2.2 and 2.3.

Figure5 illust rates the result ing vasym and σasym mea-
surements for the template systems. In this figure, all of
the results from the Monte Carlo realizat ions are plot -
ted, with red shading indicat ing the result ing PDF of
the merger templates and blue shading indicat ing that
of the disk templates. These two classes can be cleanly
separated by the empirical delineat ion of total kinemat ic

asymmetry K asym = v2
asym + σ2

asym = 0.5, as visible

in the inset .
The majority of the disks (89%) are located in the

lower left (low vasym , low σasym ) of the diagram, with the
small deviat ions from the ideal case (vasym ≡ 0, σasym

≡ 0) coming from noise, thickness of the disk, and other
kinemat ic features such as warps and mult iple compo-
nents. The mergers, for the most part , show strong de-
viat ions from zero in both vasym and σasym and are lo-
cated towards the upper right of the plot . However, 20%
of merging systems remain indist inguishable from disks.
This is largely due to a singleULIRG, IRAS12112+ 0305,
whose velocity and velocity dispersion fields appear reg-
ular at z ∼ 2 (see Appendix Figure 9), although other
systems contribute to a lesser extent as well (Figure 5).

Based on these results, we can roughly est imate the er-
rors in these criteria and can expect to correct ly classify
∼ 89% of disks and ∼ 80% of mergers.

Because these conclusions are based on a detailed and
complicated analysis (Sect ion 2.2), we tested on several
systems how changes in the assumed center, posit ion an-
gle, and inclinat ion would affect the classificat ion of the
system as a disk or a merger. We first examined varia-
t ions in the assigned center and found that , for disks, the
classificat ion of a system as such is virtually independent
of the center, except in ext reme miscenterings when the
center is assigned to the very edge of the system. How-
ever, the locat ion of the center is more important in the
case of mergers with a double nucleus. In these systems,
if the center is skewed too far towards one of the two
mass concentrat ions (both of which have some ordered
rotat ional mot ion), the system can be misclassified as a
disk. This reinforces the necessity of choosing the cen-
ter of mass of the system, via the cont inuum-intensity-
weighted center as described in Sect ion 2.2.

The test of variat ions in posit ion angle indicated that
the classificat ion of a system as a disk or merger is even
more robust against changes in this parameter. In the
case of disks, these systems maintain their low K asym

through extreme variat ions in posit ion angle, unt il the
posit ion angle is aligned within ∼ 10o of the minor axis.
In mergers, the posit ion angle has no physical meaning
but , by the process described in Sect ion 2.2, has been
defined such that it minimizes K asym . As a results, in
this systems, all variat ions in posit ion angleonly increase
their measured asymmetries, making their classificat ion
as mergers even stronger. Finally, variat ions in inclina-
t ion were also examined and were shown in nearly all
cases to have no effects on the classificat ion of either
disks or mergers. These tests of the effects of assumed
inclinat ion, posit ion angle, and center on the classifica-
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Shapiro et al., 2008

 Kinematic classification of SAMI galaxies

 Physical basis for scatter off the Tully-Fisher 
relation

 What determines asymmetry?



 SAMI Galaxy Survey data cubes

 Hα emission line kinematic maps fit by LZIFU 

(Ho et al., 2014) – subsample of 816 galaxies

 MY SAMPLE: 532 galaxies after Hα  S/N cuts



K(a,j) = A0(a)+ kn(a)cos[n(j -fn(a))]
n=1
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Asymmetry (n>1)

Krajnovic et al., 2007

Regular rotation

POWER IN 
HIGHER MODES INDICATES 

KINEMATIC ASYMMETRY

asymv =
k3 + k5

2k1
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Visually classified perturbed galaxies

Visually classified normal galaxies
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Causes:

Scatter increases at low mass

• PA offset

• Low Vrot

Vrot measurements by
L. Corteselog(Stellar Mass)

TFR remains at all stellar masses

SCATTER OFF TFR
INVERSELY CORRELATES 

WITH 
STELLAR MASS



log(Stellar Mass)

Asymmetry-
mass 
correlation:

Slope=-0.27, 

p-value=5.8x10-8

GAS ASYMMETRY
IS 

INVERSELY CORRELATED 
WITH MASS



 Interactions?

 Are low mass galaxies satellites of large galaxies?

 Are low mass galaxies qualitatively different?

 High gas fraction  turbulence, star formation…

More likely to be

kinematically disturbed

Less likely



DN = 
distance to 
first nearest 
neighbour

log(M*)>10.0:
Slope =-0.18, 
p-value=0.009

log(M*)<9.0:
Slope=-0.063, 
p-value=0.49

DN measurements by S. Brough
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log(M*)>10.0

log(M*)<9.0

GAMA: Liske et al., 2015
Brough et al., 2013

AT ALL DN, 
LOW MASS GALAXIES 

HAVE HIGHER
GAS ASYMMETRY



 Stellar mass is more strongly related to 
asymmetry than distance to nearest neighbour

 Asymmetry can be caused by turbulence, bursty
star formation

 Interaction is not the primary cause of asymmetry

 Scatter off the Tully-Fisher relation can be 
explained

 Scatter is often caused by offset between 
photometric and kinematic PA



Kinematic PA

Photometric PA


